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JUDGE WOOTEN PASSES

In the death of Professor Dudley G. Wooten THE LAWYER lost its founder and firmest friend. He was our never-failing court of last resort and if we tremble uncertainly now, it is in the consciousness that our efforts henceforward must go forth each month unaided by the splendid maturity of his judgment and the wisdom of his patient counsel. The Judge was an inspiring hold-over from an age of candor and courage. He carried into the atmosphere of modern Notre Dame the finest flavor of Victorian gentility. His was the undiluted "esprit" of the Old Guard, and his passing has added to the impressive gallery of Notre Dame traditions the portrait of one who was a scholar, statesman, jurist and gentleman. An oak has fallen, but the ivy of grateful and affectionate recollection will cling verdantly to its great trunk when Notre Dame men, now young, are old.
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